Terms & Conditions
FOR All: JFK, NEWARK, MANHATTAN & BAYONNE PIERS
Fares:
Prices listed in the fare schedule are per person, each way (not round trip). This reservation form will calculate your total fare
automatically. When your reservation is submitted online and payment is processed on your credit card, a reservation specialist will
send you a confirmation for your trip within 24 hours.

Reservations:
All shuttles are scheduled on a demand basis. Reservations are required and subject to availability. All Reservations cancelled are nonrefundable.
Kids under the age of 2 are only ½ price fare.
If you are making an online reservation for a trip that is within 48 hours, you MUST contact the office to see if there still is space on
our shuttle. An online reservation MAY NOT be honored due to no availability if it is within 48 hours of your travel date.

Luggage:
Each passenger is allowed 2 suitcases (less than 70lbs each or up to 62” in length, width, and height combined) and one carry-on.
Additional luggage is subject to space availability. There will be a $25 additional charge for each additional piece, and for
oversize/overweight luggage.
PLEASE Disclose all OVERSIZED suitcases for the logistics of suitcase placement and vehicle selection when making your
reservation. If your suitcase size changes after making the reservation, please contact us to let us know so we can make the necessary
adjustments. Thank You.

Gratuity & Convenience Fee:
Chauffeur gratuity is not included in the basic fare. There will be a 18% Gratuity for the chauffeur as well as a 3% convenience fee
applied to the final credit card payment..

Return Trip:
Upon landing, returning passengers must have a cellular phone to be able to make contact with the chauffeurs. The chauffeurs will be
leaving you a message on your cellular phone while you are traveling in and they will be leaving their contact information with you.
When you clear customs, please call the chauffeur and let them know which terminal you will be waiting for them at and we ask that
when you and the chauffeur agree on a time to be picked up, proceed curbside and wait to be picked up.

Disclaimer:
Today’s Limousine is not responsible for errors in timetable, inconvenience or damages resulting from delayed vehicles. Today’s
Limousine is not responsible for any items left on the shuttle vehicles or damaged during the shuttle trips. Today’s Limousine
reserves the right to refuse service to any customer that fails to respect our company policies, vehicles as well as the other travelers on
the trip.

